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ENGLISH LANGUAGE & LITERATURE
Class X
LITERATURE READER (FIRST FLIGHT)
Prose- L-3 Two Stories about Flying by Liam O’ Flaherty
•

Refer ‘’The English Academy’’ on you tube for explanation of the chapter.

•

Do NCERT Textbook question answers (Oral Comprehension check and Thinking about the
Text) of the above-mentioned lessons in a notebook

Poem-4-How to Tell Wild Animals by Carolyn Wells
•

Refer to the given pdf and ‘’The English Academy’’ on you tube for the explanation of the
poem

•

Do NCERT Textbook question answers

SUPPLYMENTARY READER (FOOTPRINTS WITHOUT FEET)
L- 3 The Midnight Visitor by Robert Arthur
•

Refer ‘’The English Academy’’ on you tube for explanation of the chapter.

•

Do NCERT Textbook question answers (Oral Comprehension check and Thinking about the
Text) of the above-mentioned lessons in a notebook.

•

Refer Goyal’s Assignments in English.

GRAMMAR SECTION
TENSES
KEY INSTRUCTIONS
Refer to the given pdf about tenses thoroughly.
Proceed to the given worksheet and answer all the questions in your notebook.

Fill in the correct form verb – All Tenses
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

I

11.
12.
13.
14.

Janet
I
How long
I
(fly, you see)
I’m afraid I’m not hungry. I
. (already eat)
Peter
football in the afternoon when he got the call. (play)
“What
between 9 and 12 yesterday morning”, the detective said. (you do)
He kept looking at her, wondering where he
her before. (see)
The doctor’s waiting room was full of people. Some
a magazine, a woman
and a child
with a doll. Suddenly the door
and a nurse
out. (read, knit, play, open, come)
Travelling
much easier and more comfortable in the past hundred years. (become)
I
cake. That’s why my hands are full of flour. (bake)
When I first came to this house it
quite a noisy area. (be)
He twisted his ankle while he
. (ski)
the doors before you leave the house? (you ever lock)
My best friend and I
each other for 15 years. (know)
Jack usually
but he
when his father comes. (smoke,
not smoke)
breakfast yet? – Yes I had it together with Sue at 7. (you have)
I
this kind of work when I was a small boy. (do)
the paper when his wife came home. (read)
He
He
for an hour now. I’ll be finished soon. (speak)

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

I
The band
She
Her mother
They
I
When I got up I

31. How long
know)
32. He
33. After Harry
call)
34. You
35. He always
36. He never
37. I
38.
39. I
40. She
41. Lee
42. Herbert’s father
43. I

a great film yesterday. (see)
a new car? (you ever buy)
him last Monday. (meet)
while I
. (play, write)
the new car in 2005. (buy)
in Victoria for the past five years. (live)
in Germany when we arrived a few days ago. (already be)
to get married? (you plan)
so much fun since I was a kid. (have)
out of the window and
that it
. (look, see, rain)
for Smith and Brothers before she came to work for us. (work)
three movies so far this week. (see)
for me? (you wait)
over Loch Ness last week. the Loch Ness monster?

John and Maria?- We met the couple over thirteen years ago. (you
in Oxford for two years and when his mother died he moved to London. (live)
his work he
Jude from the office. (finish,
your homework for two hours. Haven’t you finished yet? (do)
to the supermarket alone, but today he
his son with him. (go, take)
in the evening, only on Sundays. (work)
to South America but I have been to New York several times. (never, be)
Jean? – No, she probably went to her friend’s place. (anyone, see)
to the bank yesterday but when I got there it was closed. (go)
in school all day. (be)
late every day since Tuesday. (be)
his son’s birthday (never forget)
my report because I had a problem with my computer. (not finish).

POEM 4: How to Tell Wild Animals
Central Idea of the Poem
The poem ‘How to Tell Wild Animals’ by Carolyn Wells revolves around the dangerous
ways to identify the wild animals. The poet tries to distinguish one animal from the other
in a humorous way. The poet suggests that its very risky to be in such a close proximity
to these wild beasts. The poem is, thus, very educative as it tells us about various
features of wild animals.
EXPLANATION OF THE POEM
Stanza 1
If ever you should go by chance
To jungles in the east;
And if there should to you advance
A large and tawny beast,
If he roars at you as you’re dyin’
You’ll know it is the Asian Lion ….
Explanation – The poet here cautions the readers against the wild beasts found in the
jungle. He says that if by chance you happen to go to any forest in the east, you are
likely to encounter a huge and terrible animal moving forward towards you. You will
notice that it is brownish-yellow in colour. And if that beast roars loudly at you and you
feel that you are going to die due to fear then you will come to know that it is the Asian
lion.
Stanza 2
Or if some time when roaming round,
A noble wild beast greets you,
With black stripes on a yellow ground,
Just notice if he eats you.
This simple rule may help you learn
The Bengal Tiger to discern.
Explanation – The poet says that it is very likely that while roaming in the forest, you
are greeted by a wild beast. This wild animal is very impressive in size and his majestic
body is covered with black stripes on a yellow hide. The poet cautions that if the readers
notice this beast and that if he eats them, then this simple rule will teach them that its is
a ‘Bengal Tiger’.
Stanza 3
If strolling forth, a beast you view,
Whose hide with spots is peppered,
As soon as he has lept on you,
You’ll know it is the Leopard.

‘Twill do no good to roar with pain,
He’ll only lep and lep again.
Explanation – The poet here helps the readers to identify a Leopard. He says that if
you happen to walk in the forest, you might encounter a beast with spots on his skin.
When this wild beast will jump at you, you will understand that it is a Leopard as he will
keep jumping on you and will tear you apart. Moreover, it will be of no use then to shout
or cry with pain because he will continue pouncing on you. So, be careful and don’t
allow it to leap on you.
Stanza 4
If when you’re walking round your yard
You meet a creature there,
Who hugs you very, very hard,
Be sure it is a Bear.
If you have any doubts, I guess
He’ll give you just one more caress.
Explanation – The poet says that while you are walking in your yard, you may
encounter a creature there. When this creature hugs you very very tightly, then believe
that it is a Bear. Bears are thought to be good wrestlers and can give a really tight hug.
Although a friendly hug is referred to as Bear hug, if a real Bear hugs you, then it may
not feel friendly at all. The Bear hugs a man to kill him. The poet further says that in
case of any doubt you will find that the Bear will embrace you once again till death.
Stanza 5
Though to distinguish beasts of prey
A novice might nonplus,
The Crocodile you always may
Tell from the Hyena thus:
Hyenas come with merry smiles;
But if they weep they’re Crocodiles.
Exp – The poet here says that a rtpvice may be puzzled and confused and thus might
not be able to distinguish between the different wild animals. Hence, the poet helps to
differentiate the Crocodile from the Hyena. He says that a Hyena always laughs as it
swallows its victim. A laughing Hyena’s voice resembles human’s laughing sound. A
Crocodile on the other hand, is said to shed tears while eating its prey. The poet, thus,
warns the readers to not wait for a Hyena to laugh or for a Crocodile to weep.
Stanza 6
The true Chameleon is small,
A lizard sort of things;
He hasn’t any ears at all,

And not a single wing.
If there is nothing on the tree,
‘Tis the Chameleon you see.
Exp – The poet describes a Chameleon in this stanza. He says a Chameleon is a small
garden lazard. It doesn’t have ears or wings. The poet, further, says that if you are
unable to see a thing on the tree, then chances are that a Chameleon is sitting there. A
Chameleon is an expert at camouflage. It changes colour as per its surroundings and is
therefore difficult to see. This capacity of camouflage helps the lizard in saving it from
hunters.
Poetic Devices used in the Poem
•

•

Poetic License
o As soon as it has lept on you . He will only lep and lep again
o T is the chameleon you see
In the first instance it should have been “leapt” instead of “lept”. In the
second stanza, the term ‘lep’ should have been spelt as “leap”. In the third
instance, the line should have begun with “it” instead of‘ T’
Alliteration
o roaming round
o lep and lep again
o Who hugs you very very hard
o A novice might nonplus

TENSES
Tenses denote the time of action. They show when the work is done. They are:
(1) Present Tense
(2) Past Tense
(3) Future Tense
They are further divided into:
(1) Simple Present- It is used to denote scientific facts, universal truths and work
done on daily basis.
ASSERTIVE RULE --- sub + V1 + s/es + object
Example – She writes a letter.
NEGATIVE RULE --- sub + does not + v1 + s/es + object
Example – She does not write a letter.
INTERROGATIVE RULE --- Does + sub + v1 + s/es + object
Example – Does she write a letter?
INTERROGATIVE NEGATIVE ASSERTIVE --- Does + sub + not + v1 + s/es + object
=+ Example – Does she not write a letter?
(2) Present Continuous– It is used to express an action taking place at the time
of speaking.
ASSERTIVE RULE --- sub + is/am/are + v1 + ing + object
Example – she is writing a letter.
NEGATIVE RULE --- sub + is/am/are + not + v1 + ing + object
Example – She is not writing a letter.
INTERROGATIVE RULE --- is/am/are + sub + v1 + ing + object
Example – Is she writing a letter?
INTERROGATIVE NEGATIVE RULE --- is/am/are + sub + not + v1 + ing + object

Example – Is she not writing a letter?
(3) Present Perfect– It is used to show an action that started in the past and has
just finished.
ASSERTIVE RULE --- sub + has/have + v3 + object
Example- She has written a letter.
NEGATIVE RULE --- sub + has/have + not + v3 + object
Example – She has not written a letter.
INTERROGATIVE RULE --- has/have + sub + v3 + object
Example- Has she written a letter?
INTERROGATIVE NEGATIVE RULE ---has/have + sub + not + v3 + object
Example– Has she not written a letter?
(4) Present Perfect Continuous– This tense shows the action which started in
the past and is still continuing.
ASSERTIVE RULE --- sub + has/have + been + v1 + ing + object
Example – She has been writing a letter.
NEGATIVE RULE --- sub + has/have + not been + v1 + ing + object
Example– She has not been writing a letter.
INTERROGATIVE RULE ---has/have + sub + been + v1 + ing + object
Example – Has she been writing a letter?
INTERROGATIVE NEGATIVE RULE --- has/have + she + not + been + v1 + ing + object
Example – Has she not been writing a letter?

Past Tense
Tense symbolizes the ever moving, non-stop wheel of time which is forever busy
gathering moments of future and throwing them into the dustbin of past
Past (before
now)

Simple Past

Past
Continuous

Past Perfect

Past Perfect
Continuous

Simple Past
Used to indicate an action completed in the past. It often occurs with adverb of
time. Sometimes it is used without an adverb of time.
Used for past habits.
Eg. I played football when I was a child.
Rule: Subject + V2
Eg She wrote a letter
1. Assertive Sentences –
Subject + V2 + Object + (.)
She wrote a letter.
2. Negative SentencesSubject + didn’t + V1 + Object + (.)
She didn’t.write a letter.
3. Interrogative SentencesDid + Subject + V1 + Object + (?)
Did she write a letter?

4. Interrogative Negative SentencesDid + Subject + not + V1 + Object + (?)
Did she not write a letter?

Past Continuous Tense
Used to denote an action going on at some time in the past.
e.g. I was driving a car.
Rule: was/were + ing
1. Assertive Sentences –
Subject + was/were +V1+ ing + Object + (.)
She was writing a letter.
2. Negative SentencesSubject + was/were + not + ing + Object + (.)
She was not writing a letter.
3. Interrogative SentencesWas/were + Subject + ing+ Object + (?)
Was she writing a letter?
4. Interrogative Negative SentencesWas/were + Subject + not + ing+ Object + (?)
Was she not writing a letter?

Past Perfect Tense
Used to describe an action completed before a certain moment in the past, usually a
long time ago. If two actions happened in the past, past perfect is used to show the
action that took place earlier.
e.g. The patient had died before the doctor came.
1. Assertive Sentences –
Subject + had + V3 + Object + (.)
She had written a letter.
2. Negative SentencesSubject + had + not + Object + (.)
She had not written a letter.

3. Interrogative SentencesHad + Subject + V3 + Object + (?)
Had she written a letter?
4. Interrogative Negative SentencesHad + Subject + not + V3 + Object + (?)
Had she not written a letter?

Past Perfect Continuous Tense
Used to denote an action that began before a certain point in the past and continued
up to some time in past.
e.g. I had been learning English in this school for 20 days.
1. Assertive Sentences –
Subject + had been +V1 + ing + Object + (.)
She had been writing a letter.
2. Negative SentencesSubject + had + not been + V1+ ing + Object + (.)
She had not been writing a letter.
3. Interrogative SentencesHad + Subject+ been+ V1 + ing + Object + (?)

Had she been writing a letter?
4. Interrogative Negative SentencesHad + Subject +not + been + V1 + ing + Object + (?)
Had she not been writing a letter?

FUTURE TENSE

Time and tide wait for no man. So, a period of time following the moment of
speaking or writing is called as future tense.
For e.g- She will write a letter.

Tense

Past (before
now)

Present (now)

Simple Future

Future (After
now)

Future
Continuous

Future Perfect

Future Perfect
Continuous

Simple Future
This tense tells us about an action which has not occurred yet and will occur after
saying or in future
Rule – Will/Shall + Verb (Ist form)
In Future Tense helping verb ‘Shall’ is used with ‘I’ and ‘We’. Helping verb ‘Will’
is used with all others. When you are to make a commitment or warn someone or
emphasize something, use of 'will/shall' is reversed. ‘Will’ is used with ‘I’ & ‘We’
and 'shall' is used with others.

In general speaking there is hardly any difference between 'shall & will' and
normally ‘Will’ is used with all.
Now, let us use this rule in various forms of sentences;
1. Positive / Affirmative Sentences –
Subject + Will/Shall + Verb (Ist form) + Object + (.)
She will write a letter.
2. Negative SentencesSubject + Will/Shall + Not + Verb (Ist form) + Object + (.)
She will not write a letter.
3. Interrogative SentencesWill/Shall + Subject + Verb (Ist form) + Object + (?)
Will she write a letter?
4. Interrogative Negative SentencesWill/Shall + Subject + Not + Verb (Ist form) + Object + (?)
Will she not write a letter?

Future Continuous Tense
It is used to express an ongoing or continued action in future.
e.g. He will be distributing sweets in temple tomorrow at 12 o'clock.
In the example, the action will start in future (tomorrow) and action is thought to
be continued till sometime in future.
We use the future continuous to talk about something that will be in progress at or
around a time in the future.
Rule: Will/Shall + Be + Verb (Ist form) + Ing

Now, let us use this rule in various forms of sentences;
1. Positive / Affirmative Sentences –
Subject + Will/Shall + Be + Verb (Ist form) + Ing + Object + (.)
She will be writing a letter.
2. Negative SentencesSubject + Will/Shall + Not + Be + Verb (Ist form) + Ing + Object + (.)
She will not be writing a letter.
3. Interrogative SentencesWill/Shall + Subject + Be + Verb (Ist form) + Ing + Object + (?)

Will she be writing a letter?
4. Interrogative Negative SentencesWill/Shall + Subject + Not + Be + Verb (Ist form) + Ing + Object + (?)

Will she not be writing a letter?
Future Perfect Tense
It is used to express an action which will happen/occur in future and will be
completed by a certain time in future.
We use the future perfect to say that something will be finished by a particular time
in the future.
e.g. They will have shifted the house by Sunday morning.
Rule: Will/Shall + Have + Verb (3rd form)

Now, let us use this rule in various forms of sentences;
1. Positive / Affirmative Sentences –
Subject + Will/Shall + Have + Verb (3rd form) + Object + (.)
She will have written a letter.
2. Negative SentencesSubject + Will/Shall + Not + Have + Verb (3rd form) + Object + (.)
She will not have written a letter.
3. Interrogative SentencesWill/Shall + Subject + Have + Verb (3rd form) + Object + (?)
Will she have written a letter?
4. Interrogative Negative SentencesWill/Shall + Subject + Not + Have + Verb (3rd form) + Object + (?)
Will she not have written a letter?

Future Perfect Continuous Tense

It is used to talk about actions that will commence at a fix time in future and will
continue for some time in future.
If there is no time reference, then it is not a Future perfect continuous tense.
Without continued time reference, such sentences are Future Continuous Tense.
Continued time reference only differentiates between Future Continuous Tense and
Future Perfect Continuous Tense.
The future perfect progressive emphasize the duration of an activity that will be
in progress before another time or event in the future.
e.g. This time tomorrow, I will be enjoying the cricket match in the stadium.
It is also used to talk about planned actions or actions expected to happen.
e.g. They will be staying for a week’s
The future perfect progressive emphasize the duration of an activity that will be in
progress before another time or event in the future.
Rule: Will/Shall + Have been + Verb (Ist form) + Ing

Now, let us use this rule in various forms of sentences;
1. Positive / Affirmative Sentences –
Subject + Will/Shall + Have been + Verb (Ist form) + Ing + Object + (.)
She will have been writing a letter.
2. Negative SentencesSubject + Will/Shall + Not + Have been + Verb (Ist form) + Ing + Object+ (.)
She will not have been writing a letter.
3. Interrogative SentencesWill/Shall + Subject + Have been + Verb (Ist form) + Ing + Object +(?)
Will she have been writing a letter?
4. Interrogative Negative SentencesWill/Shall + Subject + Not + Have been + Verb (Ist form) + Ing + Object +(?)
Will she not have been writing a letter?
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CHAPTER 1 – CIVICS
POWER SHARING
Topics in the chapter:







Story of Belgium
Story of Sri Lanka
Majoritarianism in Sri Lanka
Accommodation in Belgium
Why power sharing is desirable?
Forms of power sharing

Terms you need to know:


Ethnic: A social division based on shared culture. People belonging to the same ethnic
group need not always have same religion or nationality.



Civil War: A violent conflict between opposing groups within our country that becomes
so intense that it appears like a war.



Majoritarianism: It is a belief that the majority community should be able to rule a
country in whichever way it wants.



Community Government: A type of Government which is elected by people belonging
to one language community is called community government.



Prudential: It involves decision making based on prudence, or on a careful calculation of
gains and losses.



Checks and Balances: In this system, each organ of the government checks the others
which results in a balance of power among various institutions



Reserved Constituencies: In this, the constituencies are reserved in the Assemblies and
the Parliament for minorities in order to give them a fair share in power.



Coalition government: When the alliance of two or more parties gets elected and forms a
government it is known as the Coalition Government.

STORY OF BELGIUM

 Belgium is a small country in Europe, smaller in area than the state of Haryana.
 It has borders with France, the Netherlands, Germany and Luxembourg.
 It has a population of a little over one crore , about half the population of

Haryana.
 The ETHNIC composition of this small country is very complex.
o 59 per cent lives in the Flemish region and speaks Dutch language.
o 40 per cent people live in the Wallonia region and speak French.
o
Remaining one per cent of the Belgians speak German.
o In the capital city Brussels, 80 per cent people speak French while 20 per
cent are Dutch-speaking.
 The minority French-speaking community was relatively rich and powerful. This was
resented by the Dutch-speaking community who got the benefit of economic
development and education much later.
 This led to tensions between the Dutch-speaking and French-speaking communities
during the 1950s and 1960s.

STORY OF SRILANKA

 Sri Lanka is an island nation, just a few kilometres off the southern coast of Tamil Nadu.

It has about two crore people, about the same as in Haryana.
 Like other nations in the South Asia region, Sri Lanka has a diverse population.
o The major social groups are the Sinhala-speakers (74 per cent) and the Tamilspeakers (18 per cent).
 Among Tamils there are two sub-groups.
o Tamil natives of the country are called ‘Sri Lankan Tamils’ (13 per cent).
o The rest, whose forefathers came from India as plantation workers during
colonial period, are called ‘Indian Tamils’.
 Sri Lankan Tamils are concentrated in the north and east of the country.
o Most of the Sinhala-speaking people are Buddhists, while most of the Tamils are
Hindus or Muslims.
o There are about 7 per cent Christians, who are both Tamil and Sinhala.
MAJORITARIANISM IN SRI LANKA
 Sri Lanka emerged as an independent country in 1948.


The Sinhala community was in the majority so they had formed the government.
o They followed preferential policies that favored Sinhala applicants for university
positions and government jobs.
o These decisions gradually increased the feeling of alienation among the Sri
Lankan Tamils.
o Sri Lankan Tamils launched parties and struggles for the recognition of Tamil as
an official language, for regional autonomy and equality of opportunity in
securing education and jobs.

But their demand was repeatedly denied by the government. The distrust
between the two communities turned into widespread conflict and turned into a
CIVIL WAR.
o As a result, thousands of people of both the communities have been killed. Many
families were forced to leave the country as refugees and many more lost their
livelihoods.
o The civil war ended in 2009 and caused a terrible setback to the social, cultural
and economic life of the country.
o

ACCOMMODATION IN BELGIUM
 Between 1970 and 1993, Belgian leaders amended their constitution four times so as to

work out an arrangement that would enable everyone to live together.
 Elements of the Belgian model:

Constitution prescribes that the number of Dutch and French-speaking ministers
shall be equal in the central government. No single community can make
decisions unilaterally.
o Many powers of the central government have been given to state governments
of the two regions of the country. The state governments are not subordinate to
the Central Government.
o Brussels has a separate government in which both the communities have equal
representation. The French-speaking people accepted equal representation in
Brussels because the Dutch-speaking community has accepted equal
representation in the Central Government.
o There is also provision of ‘community government’ is elected by people
belonging to one language community – Dutch, French and German-speaking –
no matter where they live. This government has the power regarding cultural,
educational and language-related issues.
o

WHAT HAVE YOU LEARNT FROM THE STORIES OF BELGIUM AND SRI LANKA?
 Both countries are democracies but they dealt differently with the concept of power

sharing.
 In Belgium, the leaders have realized that the unity of the country is possible only by
respecting the feelings and interests of different communities and regions. This resulted
in mutually acceptable arrangements for sharing power.
 Sri Lanka shows that, if a majority community wants to force its dominance over others
and refuses to share power, it can undermine the unity of the country.

WHY POWER SHARING IS DESIRABLE?

 Two different sets of reasons can be given in favour of power sharing.
Firstly, power sharing is good because it helps to reduce the possibility of conflict
between social groups. Since social conflict often leads to violence and political
instability, power sharing is a good way to ensure the stability of political order.
This is also known as PRUDENTIAL reason for power sharing.
o Power sharing is the very spirit of democracy. A democratic rule involves sharing
power with those affected by its exercise, and who have to live with its effects.
This is also known as moral reason for power sharing.
o

FORMS OF POWER-SHARING

One basic principle of democracy is that people are the source of all political power. In a
democracy, people rule themselves through institutions of self-government.
In democracy everyone has a voice in the shaping of public policies.
 Some of the most common arrangements of power sharing in
democracy are :-

1. Power is shared among different organs of government, such as the
legislature, executive and judiciary.
a. This is called horizontal distribution of power because it allows
different organs of government placed at the same level to
exercise different powers.
b. Such separation ensures that none of the organs can exercise
unlimited power. Each organ checks the others. This arrangement
is called a system of checks and balances. Ex- India
2. Power can be shared among governments at different levels –
a. A general government for the entire country and governments at
the provincial or regional level which is called federal government.
b. In India, we refer to it as the Central or Union Government. The
governments at the provincial or regional level are called by
different names in different countries. In India, we call them State
Governments.
3. Power may also be shared among different social groups
a. Such as the religious and linguistic groups. ‘Community
government’ in Belgium is a good example of this arrangement.
This method is used to give minority communities a fair share in
power.

4. Power sharing arrangements can also be seen in the way political parties,
pressure groups and movements control or influence those in power.
a. When two or more parties form an alliance to contest
elections and if they get elected, they form a coalition
government and thus share power.
b. In a democracy, we find interest groups such as those of
traders, businessmen, industrialists, farmers and industrial
workers.
c. They also will have a share in governmental power, either
through participation in governmental committees or bringing
influence on the decision-making process.

**********************************ASSIGNMENT*********************************
Answer the following questions
Multiple Choice Questions of POWER SHARING

Long Answers Type Questions:
1. What are the different forms of power sharing in modern democracies? Give an example of each
of these.
2. State one prudential reason and one moral reason for power sharing with an example from the
Indian context.
OR
Why power Sharing is desirable?
OR
Power Sharing is the very spirit of democracy. Justify this statement with three examples.
3. What is majoritarianism? How has it increased the feelings of alienation among Sri Lankan
Tamils? Explain with examples.
OR
What were the reasons for the alienation of Sri Lankan Tamils? What was the effect of this on the
country?
4. What are some of the basic elements of the Belgium model of power sharing?
5. Describe the way in which power can be shared among governments at different levels.
6. What type of arrangement of power sharing is known as system of checks and balances? Explain
with examples.
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GIST OF THE LESSON
1. Positive and negative charges: The charge acquired by a glass rod when rubbed with silk is
called positive charge and the charge acquired by an ebonite rod when rubbed with wool is
called negative charge.
2. Coulomb: It is the S.I. unit of charge. One coulomb is defined as that amount of charge which
repels an equal and similar charge with a force of 9 x 109 N when placed in vacuum at a
distance of 1 meter from it.
Charge on an electron = -1.6 x 10-19
coulomb.
3. Static and current electricities: Static electricity deals with the electric charges at rest while
the current electricity deals with the electric charges in motion.
4. Conductor: A substance which allows passage of electric charges through it easily is called a
‗conductor‘. A conductor offers very low resistance to the flow of current. For example copper,
silver, aluminium etc.
5. Insulator: A substance that has infinitely high resistance does not allow electric current to
flow through it. It is called an ‗insulator‘. For example rubber, glass, plastic, ebonite etc.
6. Electric current: The flow of electric charges across a cross-section of a conductor constitutes
an electric current. It is defined as the rate of flow of the electric charge through any section of
a conductor.
Electric current = Charge/Time or
I = Q/t
Electric current is a scalar quantity.
7. Ampere: It is the S.I. unit of current. If one coulomb of charge flows through any section of a
conductor in one second, then current through it is said to be one ampere.
1 ampere = 1 coulomb/1 second or 1 A = 1C/1s = 1Cs-1
1 milliampere = 1 mA = 10-3 A
1 microampere = 1µA = 10-6 A
8. Electric circuit: The closed path along which electric current flows is called an ‗electric
circuit‘.
9. Conventional current: Conventionally, the direction of motion of positive charges is taken as
the direction of current. The direction of conventional current is opposite to that of the
negatively charged electrons.
10. Electric field: It is the region around a charged body within which its influence can be
experienced.
11. Electrostatic potential: Electrostatic potential at any point in an electric field is defined as the
amount of work done in bringing a unit positive charge from infinity to that point. Its unit is
volt. Positive charges move from higher to lower potential regions. Electrons, being negatively
charged, move from lower to higher potential regions.
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12. Potential difference between two points: The Potential difference between two points in an
electric field is the amount of work done in bringing a unit positive charge from one to another.
Potential difference = Work done/Charge or V = W/Q
13. One volt potential difference: The Potential difference between two points in an electric field
is said to one volt if one joule of work has to be done in bringing a positive charge of one
coulomb from one point to another.
1 volt = 1 joule/1
coulomb or 1 V = 1J/1C
14. Galvanometer: It is device to detect current in an electric circuit.
15. Ammeter: It is device to measure current in a circuit. It is always connected in series in a
circuit.
16. Voltmeter: It is a device to measure potential difference. It is always connected in parallel to
the component across which the potential difference is to be measured.
17. Ohm’s law: This law states that the current passing through a conductor is directly
proportional to the potential difference cross its ends, provided the physical conditions like
temperature, density etc. remains unchanged.
V α I or V = RI
The proportionality constant R is called resistance of conductor.
18. Resistance: It is a property of a conductor by virtue of which it opposes the flow of current
through it. It is equal to the ratio of the potential difference applied across its ends and the
current flowing through it.
Resistance = Potential difference/Current
or R = V/I
19. Ohm: It is the S.I. unit of resistance. A conductor has a resistance of one ohm if a current of
one ampere flows through it on applying a potential difference of one volt across its ends.
1 ohm = 1 volt/1 ampere
or 1Ω = 1V/1A
20. Factors on which resistance of a conductor depends: The resistance R of a conductor
depends
i) Directly on its length L i.e. R α L.
ii) inversely on its area of cross-section A i.e. R α 1/A
iii) on the nature of material of the conductor on.
On combining the above factors, we get
R α L/A
R = ρ * L/A The proportionality constant ρ is called resistivity of conductor.
21. Resistivity: It is defined as the resistance offered by a cube of a material of side 1 m when
current flows perpendicular to its opposite faces. Its S.I. unit is ohm-meter (Ωm).
Resistivity, ρ = RA/L
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22. Equivalent resistance: If a single resistance can replace the combination of resistances in such
a manner that the current in the circuit remains unchanged, then that single resistance is called
the equivalent resistance.
23. Laws of resistances in series:
i) Current through each resistance is same.
ii) Total voltage across the combination = Sum of the voltage drops.
V= V1 + V2 + V3
iii) Voltage drops across any resistor is proportional to its resistance.
V1 = IR1, V2 = IR2, V3 = IR3
iv) Equivalent resistance = Sum of the individual resistances.
Rs = R1 + R2 + R3
v) Equivalent resistance is larger than the largest individual resistance.
24. Laws of resistances in parallel:
i) Voltage across each resistance is same and is equal to the applied voltage.
ii) Total current = Sum of the currents through the individual resistances.
I = I1 + I2 + I3
iii) Currents through various resistances are inversely proportional to the individual resistances.
I1 = V/R1, I2 = V/R2, I3 = V/R3
iv) Reciprocal of equivalent resistance = Sum of reciprocals of individual resistances.
1/Rp = 1/R1 + 1/R2 + 1/R3
v) Equivalent resistance is less than the smallest individual resistance.
25. Joule’s law of heating: It states that the heat produced in a conductor is directly proportional
to (i) the square of the current I through it (ii) proportional to its resistances R and
(iii) the time t for which current is passed. Mathematically, it can be expressed as
H = I2Rt
joule = I2Rt/4.18 cal
or
H = VIt
joule = VIt/4.18cal
26. Electric energy: It is the total work done in maintaining an electric current in an electric
circuit for given time.
Electric energy, W = VIt = I2Rt joule
27. Electrical power: Electrical power is the rate at which electric energy is consumed by an
appliance.
P = W/t = VI = I2R = V2/R
28. Watt: It is the S.I. unit of power. The power of an appliance is 1 watt if one ampere of current
flows through it on applying a potential differences of 1 volt across its ends.
1 watt = 1 joule/1 second =1 volt x 1 ampere
or 1 W = 1 Js-1 = 1 VA
1 kilowatt = 1000 W
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29. Kilowatt hour: It is the commercial unit of electrical energy. One kilowatt hour is the electric
energy consumed by an appliance of 1000 watts when used for one hour.
1 kilowatt hour (kWh) = 3.6 x 106 J

MIND MAP

ELECTRIC POWER
p=w/t
Or VI =I2R = V2/R
Unit of Power - Watt

P D = work done /
charge
V = W /Q
UNIT OF V is Volts

ELECTRIC ENERGY
Work = VIT = I 2RT
Unit of E E – Watt-Hr or Kw.Hr
1 Kwhr= 3.6 *105 J

JOULE’S LAW
H = I2RT
Or H = VIT
Unit of heat energy -Joules

ELECTRICITY

OHM’S LAW
V = IR
Unit of R - Ohms

RESISTANCE =
PD/current
R = V/I

RESISTANCE IN
SERIES
RS = R1 + R2 + R3 …..

RESISTANCE IN
PARALLEL
1/RP = 1/R1 + 1/R2 + 1/R3 …….

RESISTIVITY = RA / l
Unit of Resistivity –
Ohm-m
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ELECTRICITY
FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT I
Q. PAPER
MARKS-30
Instructions:
 Questions : 1 to 5 – 1 Mark each
 Questions : 6 to 9 – 2 Marks each
 Questions : 10 to 13 – 3 Marks each
 Question 14 – 5 Marks
Define resistivity of material.
1.

TIME- 70 MINUTES

2.

What is the power of torch bulb rated at 2.5V and 500mA?

3.
4.

Why series arrangement not used for connecting domestic electrical appliances in a
circuit?
Which has higher resistance – a 50W bulb or a 2.5W bulb and how many times?

5.

What is the direction of flow of conventional current?

6.

Why is it not advisable to handle electrical appliances with wet hands?

7.
8.

Two electric bulbs marked 100W 220V and 200W 200V have tungsten filament of same
length. Which of the two bulbs will have thicker filament?
How does the resistance of a wire vary with its area of cross section?

9.

Draw the following symbols

10.

11.
12.
13.
14.

i) Battery
ii) Switch closed
iii) Resistor of resistance R
iv) Voltmeter
A geyser is rated 1500W, 250V. This geyser is connected to 250V mains. Calculate –
i) The current drawn
ii) The energy consumed in 50hrs.
iii) The cost of energy consumed at Rs. 2.20 per kWh.
What is the function of an electric fuse? Name the material used for making fuse. In
household circuit where is fuse connected?
Write one important advantage of using alternative current. How alternating current differ
from direct current?
What is the difference between short circuiting and overloading?
a) Draw diagram showing three resistors R1, R2 and R3 in series.
b) Two resistors of resistance 4 and 12
i)
In parallel
ii)
In series
Calculate the values of effective resistance in each case.
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HOTS QUESTIONS (SOLVED / UNSOLVED)
Q.1.
Ans.
Q.2.
Ans.

Q.3.

Ans.

Why is the tungsten metal more coiled in the bulb and not installed in straight parallel wire
form?
The coiled wire of tungsten increases the surface area of the wire in very less space so as to
emit more light and helps in glowing with more intensity.
Why are fairy decorative lights always connected in parallel?
When the fairy lights are connected in series the resistance offered will be greater and
brightness of the bulbs will be affected. But in parallel connection all the bulbs will glow with
same intensity and if any more bulbs gets fused the other bulbs will continue to glow.
What will happen when a) Voltmeter is connected in series?
b) Ammeter is connected in parallel?
a) Negligible current will pass through the circuit because the voltmeter has a very high
resistance.
b) Ammeter will get damaged due to flow of large amount of current through it, because it
has low resistance.

ELECTRICITY
ORAL QUESTIONS (CONVERSATION TYPE)
1.

a)
b)
c)
d)

Why is electricity more useful than other forms of energy?
How is static electricity different from current electricity?
What are conductors? Give examples.
What are insulators? Give examples.

2.

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

What constitutes an electric current?
Name the SI unit of electric charge.
Which is bigger – c coulomb of charge or a charge of an electron?
How much is the charge on an electron? Can a charge less than this value exist?
What is the number of electrons constituting one coulomb of charge?

3.

a) Define electric current.
b) Name the SI unit of current. Define one ampere.
c) Is electric current a scalar of vector quantity?

4.

a)
b)
c)
d)

What does an electric circuit mean?
When does the current flow in an electric circuit?
How can the current be kept continuous in a conductor?
Which particles constitute current in a metallic conductor?

5.

a)
b)
c)
d)

Define potential difference.
Name the SI unit of potential difference.
What is meant by saying that a potential difference between two points in 1volt?
What is the relationship between work done, potential difference and charge
moved?
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CLASS 10 MATHS
CHAPTER 3 (Part 2)
Equations Reducible to a Pair of Linear Equations in Two Variables
There are some pair of equations which are not linear but can be reduced
to the linear form by substitutions.
Given equations:

We can convert these type of equations in the form of ax + by + c = 0
STEP 1: Let

1
𝑥

= 𝑝 and

1
𝑦

=𝑞

STEP 2: Substitute the above variables in the equation

a
x

b

+ =c
y

STEP 3: Now after substitution the equation will be :- ap + bq = c
STEP 4: Solve for p and q
STEP 5: Put the value of p and q in STEP 1 to get the values of x and y
respectively.
Example :Q.

2
x

3

4

y

x

+ = 5 and

5

+ =9
y

1

1

𝑥

𝑦

STEP 1: Let = 𝑝 𝑎𝑛𝑑 = 𝑞
STEP 2: Now, the equations formed are –
(i) 2𝑝 + 3𝑞 = 5 𝑎𝑛𝑑 (ii)4𝑝 + 5𝑞 = 9
STEP 3: Solving these two equations by any one method like Elimination:(You can also use Cross Multiplication or Substitution)
STEP 4: Multiplying eq (i) by 2 and subtracting eq (ii) from it :
4p + 6q = 10

-

4𝑝 + 5𝑞 = 9

-----------------------------------𝑞= 1
STEP 5: Putting value of q in eq (i) or (ii) we get p=1
1

1

1

1

𝑥

𝑦

𝑥

𝑦

STEP 6: = 𝑝 𝑎𝑛𝑑 = 𝑞 => = 1 𝑎𝑛𝑑

= 1 => 𝒙 = 𝟏 𝒂𝒏𝒅 𝒚 = 𝟏

Solve the following pairs of equations by reducing them
to a pair of linear equations:
𝟏
𝟏
𝟏
𝟏
𝟏𝟑
(i) 𝟐𝒙 + 𝟑𝒚 = 𝟐 𝟑𝒙 + 𝟐𝒚 = 𝟔
𝟐

𝟑

(ii)𝒙 + 𝒚 = 𝟏𝟑
Video Link:

𝟓

𝟒

− 𝒚 = −𝟐
𝒙

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3xDz7yiDBC4

Conditions For Solvability of Linear Equations:

1. If the two lines intersect each other at one point and have only one
solution. It is said to be a consistent pair of equations.
2. If the two lines coincide with each other, and have infinite solutions. It
is said to be dependent or consistent pair of equations.
3. If the two lines are parallel and there is no solution. It is said to be an
inconsistent pair of equations.
Video Link for more clarityhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aVw3woF62lA

EXAMPLE of all 3 cases:1.Unique Solution:

2.Infinite Solution:
Q. For what values of K will the following pair of
linear equation have infinitely many solutions:
kx + 3y- (k-3) = 0
12x + ky – k = 0

For a pair of linear equations to have infinitely many
solutions :
𝑎1 𝑏1 𝑐1
=
=
𝑎2 𝑏2 𝑐2

gives 3k = k2 – 3k, i.e., 6k = k2 , which means k = 0 or k =
6.
Therefore, the value of k, that satisfies both the
conditions, is k = 6. For this value, the pair of linear
equations has infinitely many solutions.

3.No Solution:
Q. 3k + y -1 = 0
(2k -1)x + (k-1)y – (2k + 1)= 0
For no solution,

k=2
LINK: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W7L-76FWvtw
NOTE: UNDERSTAND THE METHOD OF CROSS
MULTIPLICATION AND DO ALL THE EXAMPLES
GIVEN IN PDF ALSO DO EX3.5(Except Q1 (i)
part,Q2 (ii) part as they is already done above)
AND 3.6 (Except Q1 (i) part as it is already done
above) IN YOUR MATHS NOTEBOOK.

CLASS 10 MATHS
CHAPTER 4
Quadratic Polynomial
A polynomial, whose degree is 2, is called a quadratic polynomial. It is
in the form of
p(x) = ax2 + bx + c, where a ≠ 0
Quadratic Equation
When we equate the quadratic polynomial to zero then it is called a
Quadratic Equation i.e. if
p(x) = 0, then it is known as Quadratic Equation.

where a, b, c are the real numbers and a≠0
Let x = α where α is a real number. If α satisfies the Quadratic Equation
ax2+ bx + c = 0 such that aα2 + bα + c = 0, then α is the root of the
Quadratic Equation.
As quadratic polynomials have degree 2, therefore Quadratic
Equations can have two roots. So the zeros of quadratic polynomial
p(x) =ax2+bx+c is same as the roots of the Quadratic Equation ax 2+ bx
+ c= 0.

There are three methods to solve the Quadratic Equations1. Factorisation Method
In this method, we factorise the equation into two linear factors and
equate each factor to zero to find the roots of the given equation.
Step 1: Given Quadratic Equation in the form of ax2 + bx + c = 0.
Step 2: Split the middle term bx as mx + nx so that the sum of m and
n is equal to b and the product of m and n is equal to ac.

Step 3: By factorization we get the two linear factors (x + p) and (x +
q)
ax2 + bx + c = 0 = (x + p) (x + q) = 0
Step 4: Now we have to equate each factor to zero to find the value
of x.

These values of x are the two roots of the given Quadratic Equation.

2. Quadratic formula method
In this method, we can find the roots by using quadratic formula. The
quadratic formula is

where a, b and c are the real numbers and b2 – 4ac is called
discriminant.
To find the roots of the equation, put the value of a, b and c in the
quadratic formula.
Nature of Roots
From the quadratic formula, we can see that the two roots of the
Quadratic Equation are -

Where D = b2 – 4ac
The nature of the roots of the equation depends upon the value of D,
so it is called the discriminant.

∆ = Discriminant

The values of x for which a quadratic equation is satisfied are called
the roots of the quadratic equation.
If α is a root of the quadratic equation ax2+bx+c=0,then, aα2+bα+c=0.
A quadratic equation can have two distinct roots, two equal roots or
real roots may not exist.
Graphically, the roots of a quadratic equation are the points where
the graph of the quadratic polynomial cuts the x-axis.

Graph of a Quadratic Equation
In the above figure, -2 and 2 are the roots of the quadratic
equation x2−4=0
Note:


If the graph of the quadratic polynomial cuts the x-axis at two
distinct points, then it has real and distinct roots.





If the graph of the quadratic polynomial touches the x-axis,
then it has real and equal roots.
If the graph of the quadratic polynomial does not cut or touch
the x-axis then it does not have any real roots.

Solving using Quadratic Formula when D>0
Solve 2x2−7x+3=0 using the quadratic formula.
(i) Identify the coefficients of the quadratic polynomial. a = 2,b = -7,c
=3
(ii) Calculate the discriminant, b2−4ac
D=(−7)2−4×2×3=25
D> 0, therefore, the roots are distinct.
(iii) Substitute the coefficients in the quadratic formula to find the
roots
[−(−7)± √((−7)2 −4(2)(3))]

x=
x=

2(2)
7 ±5
4
1

x=3 and x= are the roots.
2

Youtube link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g1AfGOCY0eA

DO ALL EXERCISES INCLUDING EXAMPLES OF CHAPTER
4 IN YOUR MATHS COPY:Don’t do questions involving method of completing the
square.i.e Q1 of Ex4.3
EX 4.1 (Except Q1 (i) and (iii) part as it is already

done above)
EX 4.2
EX 4.3
EX 4.4
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